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Certain versions of Swiftnio Http/2 from Apple contain the following
vulnerability:

A program using swift-nio-http2 is vulnerable to a denial of service
attack, caused by a network peer sending a specially crafted HTTP/2
frame. This attack affects all swift-nio-http2 versions from 1.0.0 to
1.19.1. This vulnerability is caused by a logical error when parsing a
HTTP/2 HEADERS frame where the frame contains priority information

without any other data. This logical error caused confusion about the size of the frame,
leading to a parsing error. This parsing error immediately crashes the entire process. Sending
a HEADERS frame with HTTP/2 priority information does not require any special permission,
so any HTTP/2 connection peer may send such a frame. For clients, this means any server to
which they connect may launch this attack. For servers, anyone they allow to connect to them
may launch such an attack. The attack is low-effort: it takes very little resources to send an
appropriately crafted frame. The impact on availability is high: receiving the frame immediately
crashes the server, dropping all in-flight connections and causing the service to need to
restart. It is straightforward for an attacker to repeatedly send appropriately crafted frames, so
attackers require very few resources to achieve a substantial denial of service. The attack
does not have any confidentiality or integrity risks in and of itself: swift-nio-http2 is parsing the
frame in memory-safe code, so the crash is safe. However, sudden process crashes can lead
to violations of invariants in services, so it is possible that this attack can be used to trigger an
error condition that has confidentiality or integrity risks. The risk can be mitigated if untrusted
peers can be prevented from communicating with the service. This mitigation is not available
to many services. The issue is fixed by rewriting the parsing code to correctly handle the
condition. The issue was found by automated fuzzing by oss-fuzz.

CVSS3 Score: 7.5 - HIGH

CVE-2022-24666 has been assigned by  cve@forums.swift.org to track the vulnerability - currently rated as HIGH  severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  Swift Project - SwiftNIO HTTP2 version >= 1.0.0

Affected Vendor/Software:  Swift Project - SwiftNIO HTTP2 version <= 1.19.1
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CVSS3 Score: 7.5 - HIGH
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CVSS2 Score: 5 - MEDIUM
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CVE References

Description Tags Link

github.com

text/plain

Inactive Link Not Archived

 MISC github.com/apple/swift-nio-http2/security/advisories/GHSA-ccw9-q5h2-8c2w

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Apple Swiftnio Http/2 All All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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